
Humanism and
Moral Theory
REUBEN OSBORN
a new edition
Some opinions of the first edition
Bertrand Russell: ' I have read it with interest . . . You say that
ethics is essentially concerned with man as a social being. Personally,
I agree with you.'
J. Bronowski: ' I share this view, and I believe it to be the proper
foundation for a humanistic ethic. You seem to me to have founded
it in particularly appealing terms.'
The Observer: 'This is an oddly sympathetic book, not only because
of its modest hopefulness but because of its modesty and sincerity
in general. Its eclecticism is matured and critical.'
The Guardian: 'This is a well-written, coherent attempt to find a
basis for morality in the psychologists' findings about human
development'.
Cloth 30s. Paper 12s.

PEMBERTON BOOKS
88 ISLINGTON HIGH STREET. LONDON, N1

Question
Published annually for the
Rationalist Press Association
Question Four
contains:
Cyril Burt Intelligence and Heredity: Some

Common Misconceptions
Madeleine Simms Towards a Rational

Population Policy
Malcom Potts The Mortality of Fertility Control
Angus Calder George Herbert and Christian Poetry
Heinrich Fraenkel The Hess Quandary
G. A. Wells The Problems of Christian Origins
G. W. Keeton How Ancient is Ancient Law?
Gianni Bartocci Pirandello: The Condition of Man
Paul Edwards A Critical Examination of

'Subjective Christianity'
PEMBERTON PUBLISHING COMPANY
88 Islington High Street, London, N 1

25p paper 75p cloth
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New Philosophy Titles
from Macmillan
Ryle: A Collection of
Critical Essays
Edited by Oscar P. Wood and
George Pitcher
A selection of critical essays discussing Gilbert Ryle, the most fertile and
influential philosopher of the middle of the century. This specially
prepared anthology is eloquent evidence to the stimulus he continues to
provide to contemporary philosophy.
A volume in the Modern Studies in Philosophy series
£1.80 (36s) Papermac 75p (15s)

John Stuart Mill
A Critical Study
H. J. McCloskey
A fully comprehensive but concise work on the philosophy of
John Stuart Mill. His contributions to ethics and political theory are
emphasised and unified to suggest greater continuity of thought than is
generally attributed to his writings in these areas.
A volume in the Philosophers in Perspective series
£1.50 (30s) Papermac 50p (10s)

Metalogic
An Introduction to the
Metatheory of Standard First
Order Logic
Geoffrey Hunter
Most elementary logic books stop where the subject becomes interesting—
the point where this one starts. It is the only book that gives a complete
proof, accessible to the non-mathematician, of the undecidability of
standard logic.
Publication February 1971
£3.50 (70s) Papermac £1.90 (38s)
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New Studies in the
Philosophy of Religion
The Concept of Miracle
Richard Swinburne
Most religions claim that miracles have occurred, while some philosophers
such as Hume have gone so far as to say that we could never have good
reasons for believing that they do. This is an analysis of claims that
miracles have happened, and the evidence which can be used for or
against such claims.

65p (13s) Papermac only

Death and Immortality
D. Z. Phillips
Is death the end ? Are men immortal ? This monograph treats these
age-old questions in a way which is informative, original, and highly
controversial. It presents a comprehensive, readable review of much
philosophising, both ancient and modern, about death and immortality.
65p (13s) Papermac only

Religion and Secularisation
Vernon Pratt
This is an exploration of what is meant by 'secularisation'. It surveys the
theological reactions to it and investigates some of its wider implications.
Important and original contributions by the author are combined with a
critical review of what representative thinkers have said about this subject.

65p (13s) Papermac only

Morality and Religion
William Warren Bartley III
This is a study of the conflicts between morality and religion, attempting
to clarify the extent to which these may be interdependent. The author
concludes that both are closely intertwined and that neither is derivable
or justifiable by the other.
Publication February 1971

65p (13s) Papermac

Macmillan
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Journal of Indian Philosophy
Editor: Bimal K. Matilal, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Assistant Editor: J. L. Masson, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Board of Consulting Editors: Kalidas Bhattacharya, Gopikamohan Bhattacharya,
Raniero Gnoli, Daniel H. H. Ingalls, Hans Herzberger, Hidenori Kitagawa,
Dalsukh Malvania, J. N. Mohanty, T. R. V. Murti, Karl H. Potter, V. D.
Seyfort Ruegg, J. F. Staal, J. A. B. van Buitenen, A. K. Warder.

Indian Philosophy has attracted a small audience in the West for many years.
But only recently have Western philosophers shown any general inclination to
join the audience. It is our hope that Journal of Indian Philosophy will encourage
the new inclination. The field of our contributions will be bound by the limits
of rational inquiry; we will avoid questions that lie in the fields of theology and
mystical experience. Our method will be, in a very general sense, analytical and
comparative, and we will aim at a rigorous precision in the translation of terms
and statements. Our aim will be to attract professional philosophers rather than
professional internationalists. Specifically, we intend to offer a medium where
philosophers, using the word to mean those who pursue rationally demonstrable
answers to meaningful questions, both Indian and Western, may converse.
And as the printed page permits the dead to speak as well as the living, we shall
give space to the words of philosophers of more than one century. We shall
guide the conversation toward questions that seem to us important. But we will
remember the value of precision, whatever the question on which it is achieved,
and we will keep in mind the fact that the most important questions may be,
for the time at least, insoluble by the methods we have chosen.
Subscription price per volume of 4 issues Dfl. 94,80 (US $26.55) postage included.
One volume is published yearly/Current volume, volume 1.

D. RETOEL PUBLISHING COMPANY DORDRECHT - HOLLAND

THE
SEXUAL
RADCALS
Paul A. Robinson
Foreword by
Alex Comfort
This important study . . . a
critical appraisal of three major
prophets. . . Wilhelm Reich, Geza
Roheim and Hebert Marcuse.'
Ann Faraday, New Society

£2.40

maurice temple smith
37 GREAT RUSSELL ST, WC1

The PHILOSOPHICAL QUARTERLY
Contents of Volume 21, No. 82, January 1971

ARTICLES
I On Performing and Explaining

Linguistic Actions Quentin Skinner
XI Tacit Knowing and The Concept

of Mind William T. Scott
III The Immorality of Utilitarianism and

the Escapism of Rule-Utilitarianism
George C. Kerner

IV Manifest and Latent Functions Paul Helm
DISCUSSIONS

1 Ought, Is, and a Game called
"Promise" E. M. Zemach

II Hume's Views of Moral Judgments
Gabriele Taylor

III Utilitarianism and "Secondary
Principles" John M. Baker

TV Elgood on Sommers's Rules of Sense
George Ennlebretsen

BOOK REVIEWS
LIST OF BOOKS RECEIVED

Edited in the University of Dundee by G. P.
Henderson with the assistance of Anthony
Rails, L. C. Holborow and N. G. E. Harris
and published for the Scots philosophical Club
by the University of St. Andrews.

Price twenty-five shillings per annum (in
U.S.A. $4.00), post free, for orders placed
directly with the Treasurer (Mr. C. J. Bryant,
Department of Moral Philosophy, The Uni-
versity, St. Andrews, Scotland) or the
Assistant Treasurer (Professor Stanley Bates,
Department of Philosophy, University of
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 60637, U.S.A.).
For orders placed through booksellers or
agents the price a thirty shillings per annum
(in U.S.A. $5.00).
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Explanation in the
Behavioural Sciences
Edited by ROBERT BORGER and FRANK CIOFFI
There are sharp differences among those concerned with the
behavioural and social sciences, not just about the adequacy of
particular explanatory systems, but about the very forms of
explanation appropriate in this field. The editors invited a
number of distinguished contributors to bring their views into
direct confrontation. Each chapter takes the form of an
exposition, a comment and a final reply by the first author.

£5 net

Explanation and Meaning
An Introduction to Philosophy
DANIEL M. TAYLOR
An up-to-date, non-technical study of two central topics in
philosophy: explanation and meaning. This book is for
students beginning philosophy in universities and for those in
other disciplines who wish to do background reading in
philosophy. Cloth £1.75 net Paperback 75p net

Sociology in its Place, and
Other Essays
W. G. RUNCIMAN
A collection of eleven essays including a controversial new one.
Sociology in its Place. Mr Runciman argues that sociology
cannot usefully be distinguished in content from either anthro-
pology or history and that it is not only an historical but an
applied science. ' . . . neatly sceptical empirical work.'
The Times Literary Supplement £2.25 net

Cambridge Studies in the History and
Theory of Politics

Critique of Hegel's
'Philosophy of Right'
by Karl Marx
Edited by JOSEPH O'MALLEY
and translated in collaboration with A. JOLIN
The first complete English translation of Marx's critical com-
mentary (c. 1843) on paragraphs 262-313 of Hegel's major
work on political theory, including his introduction for a
revised version of the Critique which was never published.
In his introduction, Professor O'Malley studies Marx's intellec-
tual development, guides the reader through the text and sets
it in its historical context. f 2.75 net

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
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A Critique of
Linguistic Philosophy
C. W. K. MUNDLE
Wittgenstein has been credited with initiating a 'philosophical
revolution' defining philosophy as 'critique of language', and
many philosophers have since accepted this restrictive concept*
of philosophy—among them A. J. Ayer, J. L. Austin, Gilbert
Ryle, and P. F. Strawson. This book argues that linguistic
philosophy in its diverse forms is an aberration, that very often
has involved /ms-describing grammar, and that philosophers
should return to their traditional tasks. £2.50

Between Philosophy and
History
The Resurrection of Speculative Philosophy of
History within the Analytic Tradition
HASKELL FAIN
Professor Fain argues that there is common ground between
philosophy and history, and that speculative philosophy of
history lies between philosophy and history, not because it is
neither philosophy nor history., but because it is both philosophy
and history. £4.75 Princeton University Press

The Praise of Folly
DESIDERIUS ERASMUS
Translated from the Latin, with an Essay and
Commentary by HOYT HOPEWELL HUDSON
This translation conveys all the wisdom and appeal of the
Erasinian spirit. No other book displays quite so completely the
transition from the medieval to the modern world, and Folly's
declamation has never lost its timeliness in displaying the
critical spirit at its best, allied with the comic spirit.
Paper covers £1.10 Princeton University Press

Rousseau, Kant, Goethe
Two Essays
ERNST CASSIRER
Translated from the German by JAMES GUTMANN, PAULj
OSKAR KRISTELLER, and JOHN HERMAN RANDALL
Paper covers 90p Princeton University Press

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
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Models of Thinking
FRANK GEORGE
In this study the more logical types of human thinking are analysed, such
as the ability to abstract and the development of concepts. Professor
George describes the features that have long been regarded as central to
thinking by experimental and theoretical psychologists and places a greater
emphasis on the part played by language in cognitive affairs.
Advances in Psychology Series, Vol. I. Cloth £2.25 Paper £1.05

Meaning in the Arts
LOUIS ARNAUD REID
Explores in a new way the crucial problem of aesthetic meaning. The
thesis of embodiment (rather than expression) as a key idea is worked and
tested out in different arts and most of the seminal topics of aesthetics are
lucidly discussed.
Muirhead Library of Philosophy £3.50

The Subject of Consciousness
C. O. EVANS
Attempts to account for the self from one's own case have led either to
variants of the Pure Ego Theory or to variants of the Serial Theory. The
author disputes this too easy dichotomy by presenting a third alternative.
He develops a theory which is at once simple in conception and powerful
in its ability to overcome the objections against the traditional theories.
Muirhead Library of Philosophy £2.75

Contemporary American Philosophy
Edited by J. E. SMITH
Second Series
The aim of this book is to present a cross-section of philosophical thinking
in America at present. No one type of philosophy, either with respect to
method or viewpoint, has guided the editor in inviting contributors.
Rather, an effort has been made to show how rich and varied a philo-
sophical diet is available. Naturalism and Idealism, personalism and
pragmatism, analysis and speculative philosophy are all represented, and
the ideas of fourteen, junior as well as senior, philosophers are included.
Muirhead Library of Philosophy £3.75

Ethics and Christianity
KETTH WARD
This book explores the logic of Christian ethics in the light of contemporary
moral philosophy. As it expounds a specific moral viewpoint which has
been neglected in much recent discussion, it will be important to moral
philosophers; it will also be of interest to theologians, as an outline of the
basic framework of Christian ethics, offering a constructive discussion of
revelation and authority.
Muirhead Library of Philosophy £3.50

George Allen & Untrin
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RATIO
edited by STEPHAN KORNER

Volume XIII JUNE 1971 No. 1

JOHN EARMAN

R. C. COBURN

J. L. THOMPSON

N. M. L. NATHAN

C. L. TEN

EDITH WATSON SCHIPPER

JAMES W. CORNMAN

G. ENGLEBRETSEN

J. O. NELSON

D. H. MELLOR

L. JONATHAN COHEN

Price: £1.00

Kant, Incongruous Counterparts and

the Nature of Space and Space-time

Animadversions on Plantinga's Kant

About Criteria

Brentano's Necessitarianism

Paternalism and Morality

Motives and Virtues in the Platonic

Ethics

A Reconstruction of Berkeley: Minds

and Physical Objects as Theoretical

Entities

J. O. Nelson on Logical Notation

A Non-logician's Reply

REVIEWS:

Science and Metaphysics: Variations

on Kantian Themes (Wilfrid Sellars)

Essays in Philosophical Analysis

(Nicholas Rescher)

BOOKS RECEIVED

BASIL BLACK WELL
Broad Street, Oxford

Annual Subscription: £1.80

Methuen have been appointed publishers
of the two annual publications of the
Aristotelian Society

Now available:

PROCEEDINGS OF THE
ARISTOTELIAN SOCIETY
Volume LXX (1969-70)

Fourteen papers read before the
Society in the session 1969-70, with
the Presidential Address—'Grammar
and Philosophy'—delivered by Pro-
fessor P. F. Strawson. £2.50 net

THE ARISTOTELIAN
SOCIETY
Supplementary Volume XLIV 1970

A collection of the papers read at the
joint session of the Aristotelian Society
and the Mind Association at Aberdeen
in July 1970. £1.50 net

Back numbers of both Proceedings and
Supplementary Volumes from 1960
onwards are available from Methuen &
Co Ltd at £2.50 and £1.10 respectively

THE BRITISH JOURNAL
OF AESTHETICS

A Journal for the understanding of th»
principles of criticism and appreciation

Editor: HAROLD OSBORNE

Vol. 11 No. 1 January 1971

CONTENTS

ANTHONY SAVILE: Nelson Goodman's
'Languages of Art': A Study

RAYMOND DURGNAT: Rock, Rhythm and
Dance

FANCHON FROLICH : The Location of Light in
Art: From Rembrandt to Op Art and Light
Environment

JOHN KHMLAM: A Novel's Relevance to Life

J. P. HODIN: Modern Art and Geometry

A. BOERSCH: Landscape: Exemplar of Beauty
Book Reviews and notes of the British Society
of Aesthetics.

Published Quarterly for the British Society of
Aesthetics by Thomas & Hudson, Ltd., 30
Bloomsbury St., W.C.I. Price £3 per annum
(single issues 1516) from the publishers or
through any bookseller. The Journal is supplied
free to members of the Society; subscription
two guineas per annum. Forms of subscription
from the Hon. Secretary, cjo Department of
Philosophy, Bedford Collegt, Regents Park,

London, N.W.I
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Hellenistic Ways of -
Deliverance and the Makjng
of the Christian Synthesis
JOHN HERMAN RANDALL, JR.
"With Augustine, the intellectual development of the ancient world ended,
in a completely worked-out and inclusive religious philosophy. Science,
except for mathematics, had stopped short two hundred years before.
Greek thought, which had discovered all its ideas and concepts several
centuries earlier, persisted in Neo-PIatonism, a philosophy that . . . was
now just as 'irrational', just as much a 'rationalization' of religious faith,
as Christianity; and one far more remote from ordinary human
experience... In Christendom it stopped short in 529 A.D. : the
'philosophers' fled to Persia, driven out of the Empire by Christian
fanaticism and intolerance. A thousand years of intellectual life were
ended. But there was now no real change. That change had taken place
at the death of Aristotle, at the death of 'Greece', when men had turned
from the search for truth to the pursuit of deliverance and salvation. The
way to be followed for another thousand years was now perfected."

256 pages published 68s (£3.40)

A History of Islamic
Philosophy
MAJID FAKHRY
A general survey of the development of Islamic-Arabic thought from the
seventh century to the present which is based on an unusually wide
acquaintance with the great collection of Arabic manuscripts and books
around the world. Mr. Fakhry presents comprehensive expositions of the
thought and work of all the major philosophers as well as discussions of
the legalism, rationalism, and mysticism in Islamic thought, the various
interpretations of that thought, the spread of Islam throughout most of
the world, and the rise since the nineteenth century of Pan-Islamism.

January 1971 448 pages 135s (£6.75)

Plato: Dramatist of the
Life of Reason
JOHN HERMAN RANDALL JR.
Offers a personal statement of what he has found to be the external and
ever-renewed significance of Plato. In his analysis, the dialogues emerge
not as programmes of action, but as dramatic portrayals of the life of the
mind—of the follies, contradictions, and greatness of human thinking.

March 1971 290 pages 68s (£3.40)

Studies in Medieval
Jewish Philosophy
ISRAEL ISAAC EFROS
The first part of this volume presents a comprehensive view of the
philosophy of Saadia Gaon, a pioneer in various literary fields who wrote
in Arabic about virtually all of the major problems inherited from a
syncretism of Greek thought in which Platonic, Aristotelian, and
Neo-Platonic strains were intertwined. Later parts of the study seek to
show lexicographically how the Tibbon family of translators, together
with others who stated their own philosophies in Hebrew, endowed the
poetic Hebrew of the Bible with that plastic power to express abstract
concepts without which language could not have revived.

March 1971 372 pages 113s (£5.65)

The Career of Philosophy
JOHN HERMAN RANDALL JR.
Volume I: From the Middle Ages to the Enlightenment
Volume II: From the Enlightenment to the Age of Darwin
published 2 volumes Paper Volume 138s (£1.90) Volume II 32s (£1.60)

Columbia University Press
70 Great Russell Street, London WC1B 3BY
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HOWES BOOKSHOP
3 TRINITY STREET, HASTINGS

Catalogue Ij6, sent free on application, contains:

Philosophy and Psychology
Theology and Church History
Classical Greece and Rome

English Literature

SCHOLARLY CATALOGUES PUBLISHED THRICE YEARLY

LIBRARIES AND COLLECTIONS PURCHASED

i.
II.

in.
rv.
v.

VI.
VII.

vm.
DC.
x.

MIND
A Quarterly Review of Psychology and Philosophy

Edited by: Prof. GILBERT RYLE
JANUARY, 1971

On 'Being About': MICHAEL HODGES
The Concept of Knowledge: RICHARD ROBINSON
Meaning, Rules and Behaviour: ROGER DOORBAR
Moral Conflict: ROGER TRIGG
Evidence for Necessary Propositions: DONALD McQUEEN
Some Questions about Dreaming: JOHN HUNTER
Discussions?

Stroup on Austin on 'Ifs': C. J. F. WILLIAMS
CaldweU on 'Pretence": F. S. MANINSON
Gambling on God: P. T. LANDSBERG
Misinterpreting Moore: SIDNEY GENDIN
Tractates 4.113: GABRIEL NUCHELMANS
Mr. Gustafson on Doubting One's Own Intentions: C. H. WHITELEY
Quine on Meaning and Translation: A. C. LAMBERT & P. D. SHAW
Why the 'S' in 'Intension'?: MARY SPENCER
The Myth of the Exclusive 'Or': ROBERT B. BARRETT and ALFRED J. STENNER
A Reply to Mr. Lange: L. W. COLTER, JR.
Confusion and the Cosmological Argument: RENDELL N. MABEY, JR.
Vagueness and Subjunctivity: DHARMENDRA KUMAR
'Convex' and 'Concave': E. WILLIAMS
Another Look at Distribution: W. C. WILCOX
The Compatibility of the Identity Theory with Dualism: JAMES D. CARNEY
Imperative Inference: PAUL KASHAP
A Note on S. Quan The Solution of Zeno's First Paradox": PETER ZINKERNAGEL
Fallacies in Predicate Logic?: DAVID BELL

New Books
Notes
List of Officers and Members of the Mind Association

Published for the MIND ASSOCIATION by
BASIL BLACKWELL, 49 Broad Street, Oxford

Single copy 7s. 6d. net Annual Subscription 25s. net
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Marx's Grundrisse
David McLellan

In this manuscript, long buried in the archives of
Moscow, Marx synthesized the humanism of his
youth with his later researches on history and
economics. This vital, living source of Marxism,
the Grundrisse, is now available in English for
the first time.

Within its depths it contains a vision of the fully
automated society in which social wealth could be
devoted to the all-round development of the
faculties of each individual.

By its light the Grundrisse forces a radical
reappraisal of Marx's later work, and vindicates
its claim to be his most significant contribution to
humanity.

£2.50 (50s.)

Macmillan
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University of California Press Ltd

The Measurement
of Sensation
A Critique of Perceptual Psychophysics
By C. WADE SAVAGE

In this book Mr. Savage argues that both the old and the new psycho-
physicists have misconstrued their goal as the measurement of
psychological dimensions, and the endless controversy over whether
such dimensions are genuinely measureable has made psychophysics
sterile. This assessment is supported by extensive examinations of the
nature of measurement and of the distinction between psychological
and physical dimensions. £7.15

The John Hopkins
Press Ltd

Principles
and Persons
An Ethical Interpretation
of Existentialism
By FREDERICK A. OLAFSON

A challenging historical and comparative
analysis of the concept of moral autonomy
propounded by Heidegger, Sartre and Mer-
leau-Ponty.

"Illuminating, lucid and intell igent..., a book
that should be read by everyone who is
interested in the historical origins, the wider
affinities, or the present status of Existential
thought." . . . Philosophical Quarterly

Paperback £1.20

Man in the
Universe
Some Cultural
Continuities in India
By W. NORMAN BROWN

Mr. Brown undertakes to iden-
tify the productive ideas that
distinguished the early devel-
opment of Indian speculative
thought. He traces that
thought from the time of the
Rig Veda through the Upani-
shads, the rise of Jainism and
Buddhism, and the emergence
of devotion to a deity as
presented in the Bhagavad
Gita.

"An attempt to find that which
has been persistent in Indian
thought. The reader will find it
a successful one." . . . Annals

Paperback £0.90

2-4 Brook Street, LONDON W1Y 1AA
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